Instructional Policies/Curriculum Committee

AGENDA

Tuesday, November 8, 2016
Professional Development Center, #GE-118
1:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

I. CALL TO ORDER

II. ADOPTION OF AGENDA

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
   A. October 25, 2016

IV. ARTICULATION/CURRICULUM
   A. Senate Report—L. Meyer
   B. Distance Education Report—M. Conroy
   C. Strong Workforce Program—D. Graham
   D. AA/AS Degree Discussion—D. Graham
   E. CIO approval in lieu of CO approval for courses—D. Graham
   F. CurricUNET DE Supplement Discussion—S. Abel
   G. Accreditation Recap—L. Meyer

V. NEW DISCUSSION/ACTION
   A. SJCC Course Revision Proposals
      1. COMS-020: Oral Communication—3 Units
         Proposed changes/revisions: Description, content, methods of evaluation, homework, and textbooks.

   B. SJCC New Course Proposals (requires Board approval)
      1. KINPE-012B: Intermediate Basketball—1 Unit
         The students will learn intermediate basketball skills, team play, and strategies of play.

      2. KINPE-050: Cross Fitness—1 Unit
         Students will be introduced to a cross fitness regimen that will develop core strength, cardiovascular conditioning, muscular strength and power. Activities will include the use of indoor and outdoor station training.

      3. KINPE-099A: Basic Spin—1 Unit
         Students will perform workouts to gain muscular strength and cardiovascular endurance through spin cycling. The students will use studio-spinning bikes to improve aerobic and
anaerobic fitness. Students will learn proper cycling mechanics, body awareness, and injury prevention.

4. **SPAN-031: Introduction to Spanish Linguistics — 3 Units**
   Students will explore the study of language with an emphasis on Spanish language acquisition and instruction. Content includes the fundamental concepts of phonetics, phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, first and second language acquisition, and sociolinguistics. Course conducted in English and Spanish.

5. **SPAN-032: Introduction to Spanish and Latin American Literature — 3 Units**
   Students will be introduced to a variety of literary genres from across the Spanish-speaking world and throughout history. The course will introduce common terms, theories, and methods of literary analysis. The class is conducted primarily in Spanish.

C. **SJCC New Program Proposal (requires Board approval)**

1. **Associate in Arts in Sociology for Transfer — 60 Units**
   The Associate in Arts in Sociology for Transfer (AA-T) meets the lower division course requirements necessary for the California State University (CSU) system. Sociology is the scientific study of human behavior in society. It uses a variety of research and theoretical perspectives to analyze and explain human social behavior and social change. Sociology students examine a wide range of human interactions including marriage and family units, crime and deviance, culture and social change, group processes and interactions having to do with class, race and gender; diversity and globalization, social stratification and mobility and social movements. Program courses will help develop the student’s ability to examine the broader connections between personal life, public issues and social structure. Sociology provides a valuable major for a diverse range of career paths including teaching, social work, probation officer, employment counseling, urban planning and others.

VI. **ADJOURNMENT**

VII. **ORDER OF DISCUSSION**
   - 1:30 Item IV
   - 2:15 KINPE 012B
   - 2:30 KINPE 099A
   - 2:45 AA-T Sociology
   - 3:15 KINPE 050
   - 3:30 COMS 020
   - 3:40 SPAN 031
   - SPAN 032